
The truth emerged as a result of telling what you know and people 
challenging it. 
- William Scranton, chairman, Governor�s Energy Council (Pennsylvania)

When I started walking and I looked down and I saw on the floor this water, 
which looked like, you know, water in your basement except it happened to 
be in the auxiliary building of a nuclear power plant. 
- William Scranton, chairman, Governor�s Energy Council (Pennsylvania)



Thursday: Group A – Hands-On Experience #2 – Hayes 105
Group B– Radiometric Dating – Hayes 109



Last time: Good Nukes! Nuclear power plants generate (2014) 
20% of US electrical energy without (direct) emission of CO2

Fossil Fuels (63%), Renewable (17%)

Today: Bad Nukes! DISASTER at Chernobyl and disaster at Three Mile Island



RBMK Reactor Design - Chernobyl



Chernobyl Reactor – Unit #4



Sequence of events

Friday, April 25, 1986

Reactor #4 is scheduled for shutdown for routine maintenance. A test is
planned to see if the generator can supply power to drive water pumps in
event of loss of outside power until backup generators can take over (60 sec).
Test supervisors are electrical, not nuclear engineers.

Mid-day: Reactor power reduced to 50% capacity. Independently, a power 
station in region unexpectedly went offline.  Power grid manager insists 
that unit 4 stay on line until peak power usage in Kiev has passed. Thus,
personnel doing test changed unexpectedly to night shift giving them little time
to prepare.



11PM: Power reduced to about 1 GWt in preparation for test, but power
actually falls to 30 MWt due to buildup of Xe-135 in reactor.

13554Xe is strongest absorber of neutrons known. When reactor is in
equilibrium at high power, neutron absorption is dominant in removing
13554Xe from fuel, not decay. So reduction of power can leave reactor
�poisoned� requiring removal of control rods beyond usual point of
criticality to increase reactor power. As reactor power builds, 13554Xe 
�burns� off leading to potential for rapid power increase.

Decision made to continue test, but at 200 MWt. Control rods withdrawn 
to build power level back up quickly.

Power level reached at 12M.

52
135 Te→ 53

135 I+ β− +νe
0   half-life 19 sec

53
135 I→ 54

135 Xe + β− +νe
0   half-life 6.57 hours



Saturday, April 26, 1986

1:05AM: Water pumps to be tested turned on, requiring further control rod 

removal since in RBMK system water is an absorber and not the moderator.

1:23:04: Experiment begins. Power to water pumps shut off, flow rate

decreases. Turbine disconnected from reactor leading to pockets of steam

in cooling water system. Nuclear reaction increases, though automatic

control rod system compensates.

1:23:40 Operators “scram” reactor. But control rod design had graphite tips which

displaced coolant water, so reaction rate increases further. Control rods

stick.

1:23:47 Reactor power reaches 30 GWt (10X design power) generating steam

explosion which blows concrete lid off reactor. Nuclear energy generation rises

further with complete loss of water leading to another explosion. Air rushes in

and graphite ignites.





Response to accident was hampered by poor equipment and poor
preparedness

For example, only two Geiger counters could read high dose
rates. One was inaccessible due to the explosion, the other broke
when turned on. Thus operators initially assumed that the core was
intact. When a new counter was brought in at 4:30AM its high
readings were taken to mean that the meter was defective. Crew
vainly tried to pump water into core and most died within three weeks.

Firefighters arrived quickly, but also were not aware of how high the
radiation levels were. Fires outside the core were extinguished by 5AM,
but core fire was not extinguished until boron and sand were dropped
by helicopter. Graphite core fire not extinguished until May 10 (almost
two weeks).

Pripyat evacuated April 27 at 2PM.







First word outside USSR that accident happened was when Swedish
workers at a nuclear power plant were found to have radioactive
particles on their clothes. (April 27th)





Two hundred people hospitalized immediately, mostly fire 
and plant personnel. 47 died of acute radiation sickness.

Estimates of cancer deaths vary widely. A current estimate is
5000 for the many people who worked on the cleanup, 27,000
people worldwide (all based on the linear, no threshold assumption).
There have been 6000 excess thyroid cancers observed in children and 
adolescents with 15 deaths. However, no other radiation caused health effects
have been observed (http://www.unscear.org/unscear/en/chernobyl.html)

To cleanup the area, between 300,000 and 600,000 workers
were used over the next two years.

135,000 people were evacuated from area in days following
event. Eventually 300,000 people were resettled.

Other three reactors in complex continued to operate because of need
for power in Ukraine. By 2000 all were shut down. But in Russia, still
11 such plants in operation, though all have been retro-fitted with safety
devices designed to prevent a recurrence.







Three Mile Island – March 28, 1979



4:00 AM Secondary cooling pumps fail, reactor automatically scrams.
Pressure rises in primary loop, popoff valve opens to lower pressure,
but then sticks open



Emergency feedwater system starts automatically, but two valves
that should have been open are closed, so no water flow. Closed
valves discovered after 8 minutes and were reopened. 



Steam forms in reactor vessel, causing water level indicators
to give misleading readings

Operators turn off emergency core cooling to avoid overfill

Water continues to leak from popoff valve, overflowing its tank.
Water flows into bottom of containment building, setting off alarms
at 4:11AM.

Contaminated water pumped into an auxiliary building until 4:39AM

Eighty minutes of slow temperature rise follows until �vapor lock�
of main pumps occurs. Pumps are shut down with hope that
natural convection will continue to circulate water. More steam forms
instead.



Two hours and 10 minutes after the accident began, the top of the core
is exposed which breaches cladding at top of fuel rods and further
contaminates cooling water. Hydrogen gas forms and small explosion
occurs later that afternoon.



Shift change at 6AM. New operator closes valve that stops 
flow from stuck popoff valve. 250,000 gallons of water have
been lost from primary loop.

At 7AM �site area emergency� declared. At 7:24AM this is
upgraded to a �general emergency� indicating potential for
danger to population. Local radio broadcast news at 8:25AM
and AP sent out news at 9AM.

Operators still not appreciate that core was exposed. Only at
about 11AM was water added to primary loop and at 8PM the
primary loop pumps were restarted and the temperature
began to fall.

Fear of hydrogen explosion lead to release of gases in the
containment building directly to the atmosphere.

13 MCi of radioactive noble gases released



Health effects are debated. No one died directly. Average exposure
to general population estimated to be 8 mrem. Using linear no-threshold
model, less than one excess cancer to be expected.

TMI-2 had been online only three months. Cleanup costs nearly 
one billion dollars. Containment building could not be cleaned up
and is permanently closed.

TMI-1 is still operating.




